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GeodesyGeodesy

 Geodesy studies the earth’sGeodesy studies the earth’s
•• Surface geometry and its changesSurface geometry and its changes
•• Gravity fieldGravity field
•• Rotations Rotations 
•• Reference systems/framesReference systems/frames

•• With measurement techniquesWith measurement techniques
•• applications include surveying, mapping, applications include surveying, mapping, 

navigation, timing, etc.  navigation, timing, etc.  
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Surface movementsSurface movements
REVEL-2000(ref:ITRF97)
http://jules.unavco.org/

UNAVCO2004



Gravity FieldGravity Field

GOCE  Geoid
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Earth Rotation: EOP Earth Rotation: EOP 
(Earth Orientation Parameters)(Earth Orientation Parameters)

 Link between terrestrial and celestial Link between terrestrial and celestial 
worldsworlds
•• NutationNutation/Precession/Precession
•• UT1UT1
•• Polar MotionPolar Motion



Reference Systems/Frames: hierarchy and Reference Systems/Frames: hierarchy and 
transformation transformation 

 CelestialCelestial
•• ICRS/ICRF (VLBI), HCRF (ICRS/ICRF (VLBI), HCRF (HipparcosHipparcos: : 

optical satellite)optical satellite)
•• GCRS (Geocentric Celestial)GCRS (Geocentric Celestial)

 Terrestrial Terrestrial 
•• Global Global 

 ITRS/ITRF, WGS84 (space ITRS/ITRF, WGS84 (space 
geodesy)geodesy)

•• Regional frameRegional frame
•• National frameNational frame

 TimeTime
•• UTC, TAIUTC, TAI

ICRS

GCRS

ITRS

parallax, 

aberration, etc.

EOP



Reference Frames: roles & requirementsReference Frames: roles & requirements

 Supporting scienceSupporting science
•• Foundation of measurements/observationsFoundation of measurements/observations
•• Accurate, consistent, pursuing precisionAccurate, consistent, pursuing precision
•• Continuously revised (improved), reflecting Continuously revised (improved), reflecting 

earth’s dynamics earth’s dynamics 

 Service to societyService to society
•• Accessible by usersAccessible by users
•• Serve as standards (cf. metrology)Serve as standards (cf. metrology)



Geodetic Reference FramesGeodetic Reference Frames

 Cornerstone of all Cornerstone of all 
geospatial measurementsgeospatial measurements

 Evolving with positioning Evolving with positioning 
technologies, especially, technologies, especially, 
space geodetic techniquesspace geodetic techniques

 Wide range of applications Wide range of applications 
via GNSSvia GNSS

Z Axis=Earth’s Rotation AxisZ Axis=Earth’s Rotation Axis
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Global Terrestrial Reference Frames and Global Terrestrial Reference Frames and 
Space Geodetic techniques Space Geodetic techniques 

 VLBIVLBI
 GNSS (GPS and others)GNSS (GPS and others)
 SLR, LLRSLR, LLR
 DORISDORIS
 ……

 WGS84 WGS84 ver.x.x.:ver.x.x.:GPSGPS (U.S)(U.S)
 ITRFxxITRFxx: combination of : combination of 

techniques (IERS), since techniques (IERS), since 
1989, present standard of 1989, present standard of 
scientific community scientific community 



IGS  Reference Frame IGS  Reference Frame 
NetworkNetwork

IGS  Reference Frame NetworkIGS  Reference Frame Network DORIS stations 

IVS NetworkSLR  stationsSLR  stations

4 techniques to Realize ITRF4 techniques to Realize ITRF



ITRF NetworkITRF Network



Reference Frames for regions and nations Reference Frames for regions and nations 

 Underpin geospatial activitiesUnderpin geospatial activities
•• Foundation of surveying and mapping, navigation and Foundation of surveying and mapping, navigation and 

timing, across the region and in each countrytiming, across the region and in each country
•• High quality connection to a global geocentric frame to High quality connection to a global geocentric frame to 

gain full benefit of GNSS and its applications  gain full benefit of GNSS and its applications  

 National FrameNational Frame
•• Authoritative source of station coordinates in a nationAuthoritative source of station coordinates in a nation
•• Land, utility and asset managementLand, utility and asset management
•• Emergency and disaster managementEmergency and disaster management

 Regional FrameRegional Frame
•• Link between national datum and global standard Link between national datum and global standard 

(ITRF), overcoming differences in geodetic ability of (ITRF), overcoming differences in geodetic ability of 
each nation each nation 

•• Possible by sharing data and analysisPossible by sharing data and analysis



Case study 1: Geodetic Reference of Japan and Case study 1: Geodetic Reference of Japan and 
its Revision its Revision after Great East Japan Earthquakeafter Great East Japan Earthquake

 Tokyo datum(late 19Tokyo datum(late 19thth century)century)
•• Infrastructure for surveying, mapping for modern JapanInfrastructure for surveying, mapping for modern Japan
•• Survey actSurvey act

 JGD2000 (2002, Geocentric datum referred to ITRF)JGD2000 (2002, Geocentric datum referred to ITRF)
•• Improvements of geodetic observations with space Improvements of geodetic observations with space 

geodetic techniquesgeodetic techniques
•• Global trend of satellite positioning/navigation by GNSSGlobal trend of satellite positioning/navigation by GNSS
•• Infrastructure for geospatial informationInfrastructure for geospatial information
•• Based on VLBI and GPS observations Based on VLBI and GPS observations 
•• Revised Survey actRevised Survey act

 JGD2011 (2011)JGD2011 (2011)
•• First major revision necessitated by Great East Japan First major revision necessitated by Great East Japan 

earthquakeearthquake



Space geodetic Network by GSI, JapanSpace geodetic Network by GSI, Japan

1,240 Continuous GPS 
stations（GEONET)
4 VLBI’s

VLBI and GPS at GSI, Tsukuba



DeformationsDeformations caused by the Great East Japan caused by the Great East Japan 
Earthquake (March 11, 2011)Earthquake (March 11, 2011)

Horizontal  up to 5.3m Subsidence  up to 1.2m



CoseismicCoseismic deformationdeformation



PostPost--seismic deformation (After Slip)seismic deformation (After Slip)



Revision of JGD in 2011Revision of JGD in 2011

 Quick evaluation of crustal movements (including Quick evaluation of crustal movements (including 
after slip) by GEONETafter slip) by GEONET

 More than 1/3 (>40,000 pts.) of the positioning More than 1/3 (>40,000 pts.) of the positioning 
data revised data revised 

 Shifts of Origins (in Tokyo for horizontal/vertical; Shifts of Origins (in Tokyo for horizontal/vertical; 
designated by Survey Act) designated by Survey Act) by VLBI(IVSby VLBI(IVS) and ) and 
leveling followed by GEONET observations and leveling followed by GEONET observations and 
parameter correctionsparameter corrections

 Completed in 7 monthsCompleted in 7 months
 Enabled by nationwide positioning infrastructure Enabled by nationwide positioning infrastructure 

with international cooperationwith international cooperation



Case study 2:The Case study 2:The AsiaAsia--Pacific Reference Pacific Reference 
Frame (APREF) Frame (APREF) Project (2010Project (2010--))

 Concepts:Concepts:
•• Development and evolution of the current Development and evolution of the current 

campaigncampaign--based APRGP activity (1997based APRGP activity (1997--, by , by 
PCGIAP WG1), PCGIAP WG1), 

•• To overcome the geodetic situation of the To overcome the geodetic situation of the 
region complicated by frequent earthquakes region complicated by frequent earthquakes 
and continuous deformationsand continuous deformations

•• By establishing a precise and reliable reference By establishing a precise and reliable reference 
based on continuous observations. based on continuous observations. 



APREF: ObjectivesAPREF: Objectives

 Create and maintain an accurate and densely realised Create and maintain an accurate and densely realised 
geodetic framework, based on continuous observation and geodetic framework, based on continuous observation and 
analysis of GNSS data;analysis of GNSS data;

 Encourage the sharing of GNSS data from CORS in the Encourage the sharing of GNSS data from CORS in the 
region; region; 

 Share experiences and encourage regional consultation in Share experiences and encourage regional consultation in 
regards to CORS GPS/GNSS networks;regards to CORS GPS/GNSS networks;

 Develop the APREF Permanent Network, as a contribution Develop the APREF Permanent Network, as a contribution 
to the ITRF and as infrastructure to support other relevant to the ITRF and as infrastructure to support other relevant 
projects;projects;

 Provide an authoritative source of coordinates and their Provide an authoritative source of coordinates and their 
respective timerespective time--series for geodetic stations in the region in series for geodetic stations in the region in 
near realnear real--time with high quality connection to ITRF; andtime with high quality connection to ITRF; and

 Establish a dense velocity field model in Asia and the Pacific Establish a dense velocity field model in Asia and the Pacific 
for scientific applications and the longfor scientific applications and the long--term maintenance of term maintenance of 
the Asiathe Asia--Pacific reference frame.Pacific reference frame.



Velocity Field for the Velocity Field for the PCGIAP APRGP StationsPCGIAP APRGP Stations



Distribution of EarthquakesDistribution of Earthquakes
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http://www.ga.gov.au/earthhttp://www.ga.gov.au/earth--monitoring/geodesy/asiamonitoring/geodesy/asia--
pacificpacific--referencereference--frame.htmlframe.html

Current APREF Network including IGS stations Current APREF Network including IGS stations 
(420 stations, 28 countries)(420 stations, 28 countries)



Sustainable System for the FutureSustainable System for the Future

 LongLong--term term maintenance with maintenance with 
improvements of observational improvements of observational 
infrastructure (geodetic network)  infrastructure (geodetic network)  

 Coordination, assistance and cooperation Coordination, assistance and cooperation 
with the help of international communitywith the help of international community
•• PCGIAPPCGIAP--APAP
•• UNUN
•• International organizations and Academic International organizations and Academic 

communitycommunity



Thank you for your attentionThank you for your attention





SupplementsSupplements



IERS (International Earth Rotation and IERS (International Earth Rotation and 
Reference System Service)Reference System Service)

 Est. by IAU and IUGG (Est. by IAU and IUGG (１９８７１９８７))
 ICRS ICRS (Concept)(Concept)→ → ICRF (Realization)ICRF (Realization)
 ITRS ITRS (Concept)(Concept)→ → ITRF (Realization)ITRF (Realization)
 EOPEOP
 Standards and modelsStandards and models



ITRF constructionITRF construction
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IGS  Reference Frame NetworkIGS  Reference Frame Network



DORIS stations



SLR  stationsSLR  stations



VLBI Network



Datum AccuracyDatum Accuracy
(Ray(Ray, Dong & , Dong & AltamimiAltamimi, 2004), 2004)



ITRF2000 datum definitionITRF2000 datum definition
・・Scale and rate:Scale and rate: weighted average of the following VLBI and weighted average of the following VLBI and 

SLR solutionsSLR solutions
・・VLBI: GIUB, GSFC, SHAVLBI: GIUB, GSFC, SHA
・・SLR: CGS, CRL, CSR, DGFI, JCETSLR: CGS, CRL, CSR, DGFI, JCET
・・OriginOrigin (translations and rates): weighted average of SLR (translations and rates): weighted average of SLR 

solutions (CGS, CRL, CSR, DGFI, JCET)solutions (CGS, CRL, CSR, DGFI, JCET)
・・OrientationOrientation : insured upon a selection of ITRF sites with : insured upon a selection of ITRF sites with 

high geodetic qualityhigh geodetic quality
・・Rotations: ITRF97 at 1997.0 epochRotations: ITRF97 at 1997.0 epoch
・・Rotation rates: No Net Rotation w.r.t. NNRRotation rates: No Net Rotation w.r.t. NNR--NUVEL1ANUVEL1A

The criteria retained for site selection areThe criteria retained for site selection are
1.continuously observed during at least 3 years1.continuously observed during at least 3 years
2.located on rigid plates and far away from deforming zones2.located on rigid plates and far away from deforming zones
3.velocity formal error (as result of ITRF combination) better 3.velocity formal error (as result of ITRF combination) better 

than 3 mm/ythan 3 mm/y
4.velocity residuals less than 3 mm/y for at least 3 different 4.velocity residuals less than 3 mm/y for at least 3 different 

solutionssolutions



The International Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS)The International Terrestrial Reference System (ITRS)

The ITRS definition fulfills the following conditions:The ITRS definition fulfills the following conditions:
1.1. It is It is geocentricgeocentric, the center of mass being defined for the whole , the center of mass being defined for the whole 

earth, including oceans and atmosphere.earth, including oceans and atmosphere.
2.2. The The unit of lengthunit of length is is the metrethe metre (SI). This scale is consistent with (SI). This scale is consistent with 

the TCG time coordinate for a geocentric local frame, in the TCG time coordinate for a geocentric local frame, in 
agreement with IAU and IUGG (1991) resolutions. This is obtained agreement with IAU and IUGG (1991) resolutions. This is obtained 
by appropriate relativistic modelling.by appropriate relativistic modelling.

3.3. Its orientation was initially given by the BIH orientation at 1984.0.Its orientation was initially given by the BIH orientation at 1984.0.
4.4. The The time evolution of the orientationtime evolution of the orientation is ensured by using a is ensured by using a nono--

netnet--rotation conditionrotation condition with regards to horizontal tectonic motions with regards to horizontal tectonic motions 
over the whole earth.over the whole earth.

See the See the IERS Conventions (2003)IERS Conventions (2003), especially , especially Chapter 4Chapter 4, for a , for a 
detailed description of the ITRS.detailed description of the ITRS.

The ITRS is realized by estimates of the The ITRS is realized by estimates of the coordinates and velocitiescoordinates and velocities of of 
a set of stations observed by VLBI, LLR, GPS, SLR, and DORIS. Its a set of stations observed by VLBI, LLR, GPS, SLR, and DORIS. Its 
name is International Terrestrial Reference Frame (name is International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRFITRF).).

General documentation on terrestrial reference systems and frames General documentation on terrestrial reference systems and frames 
is available at the is available at the ITRS CentreITRS Centre of the IERS.of the IERS.

The ITRS can be connected to the The ITRS can be connected to the International Celestial Reference International Celestial Reference 
SystemSystem ((ICRSICRS) by use of the IERS ) by use of the IERS Earth Orientation ParametersEarth Orientation Parameters
((EOPEOP).).



The International Celestial Reference System (ICRS)The International Celestial Reference System (ICRS)

At its 23rd General Assembly in August 1997, the International Astronomical Union (IAU) decidedAt its 23rd General Assembly in August 1997, the International Astronomical Union (IAU) decided
that, that, as from 1 January 1998, the IAU celestial reference system shall be the as from 1 January 1998, the IAU celestial reference system shall be the 
International Celestial Reference System (ICRS)International Celestial Reference System (ICRS), in replacement of the FK5 (Fricke et al. , in replacement of the FK5 (Fricke et al. 
1988). The consequences of this new situation for accuracy needs more stringent than 0.05" are 1988). The consequences of this new situation for accuracy needs more stringent than 0.05" are 
summarized by Feissel and Mignard (1997).summarized by Feissel and Mignard (1997).

By By Reference SystemReference System it is meant the set of prescriptions and conventions together with the it is meant the set of prescriptions and conventions together with the 
modeling required to define at any time a triad of axes.modeling required to define at any time a triad of axes.
The ICRS is accessible by means of coordinates of reference extragalactic radio sources, the The ICRS is accessible by means of coordinates of reference extragalactic radio sources, the 
International Celestial Reference Frame (International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRFICRF))..

The ICRS complies with the conditions specified by the The ICRS complies with the conditions specified by the 1991 IAU Recommendations1991 IAU Recommendations. Its . Its 
originorigin is located at the barycenter of the solar system through appropriate modelling of is located at the barycenter of the solar system through appropriate modelling of VLBIVLBI
observations in the framework of General Relativity. Its observations in the framework of General Relativity. Its polepole is in the direction defined by the is in the direction defined by the 
conventional IAU models for precession (Lieske et al., 1977) and nutation (Seidelmann, 1982). Its conventional IAU models for precession (Lieske et al., 1977) and nutation (Seidelmann, 1982). Its 
origin of right ascensionsorigin of right ascensions was implicitly defined by fixing the right ascension of 3C 273B to the was implicitly defined by fixing the right ascension of 3C 273B to the 
Hazard et al. (1971) FK5 value transferred at J2000.0. See Arias et al. (1995) for more details.Hazard et al. (1971) FK5 value transferred at J2000.0. See Arias et al. (1995) for more details.

The The HipparcosHipparcos star positions and proper motions and the star positions and proper motions and the JPL Solar System ephemeridesJPL Solar System ephemerides are are 
expressed in the ICRS.expressed in the ICRS.

The directions of the ICRS The directions of the ICRS pole and right ascensions originpole and right ascensions origin are maintained fixed relative to are maintained fixed relative to 
the quasars within +/the quasars within +/-- 20 microarcseconds. Thanks to the fact that the Hipparcos catalogue 20 microarcseconds. Thanks to the fact that the Hipparcos catalogue 
includes all the FK5 stars, the location of the FK5 pole and right ascensions origin is known with an includes all the FK5 stars, the location of the FK5 pole and right ascensions origin is known with an 
uncertainty of a few mas (Mignard and Froeschluncertainty of a few mas (Mignard and Froeschléé 1997). Using a state of the art precession1997). Using a state of the art precession--
nutation model, the analysis of long VLBI series of the observed motion of the celestial pole allows nutation model, the analysis of long VLBI series of the observed motion of the celestial pole allows 
to derive the coordinates of the mean pole at J2000.0 in the ICRS: 17.3 +/to derive the coordinates of the mean pole at J2000.0 in the ICRS: 17.3 +/-- 0.2 mas in the 0.2 mas in the 
direction 12 h and 5.1 +/direction 12 h and 5.1 +/-- 0.2 mas in the direction 18 h.(IERS 1997). Comparing VLBI and LLR 0.2 mas in the direction 18 h.(IERS 1997). Comparing VLBI and LLR 
earth orientation and terrestrial reference frames, Folkner et al. (1994) estimated the frame tie earth orientation and terrestrial reference frames, Folkner et al. (1994) estimated the frame tie 
between the IERS celestial system and the JPL planetary ephemeris, and concluded that the mean between the IERS celestial system and the JPL planetary ephemeris, and concluded that the mean 
equinox of J2000.0 is shifted from the ICRS right ascension origin by 78 +/equinox of J2000.0 is shifted from the ICRS right ascension origin by 78 +/-- 10 mas (direct 10 mas (direct 
rotation around the polar axis).rotation around the polar axis).

The ICRS is realized by VLBI estimates of equatorial coordinates of a set of extragalactic compact The ICRS is realized by VLBI estimates of equatorial coordinates of a set of extragalactic compact 
radio sources, the radio sources, the International Celestial Reference Frame (International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRFICRF))..

The ICRS can be connected to the The ICRS can be connected to the International Terrestrial Reference System (International Terrestrial Reference System (ITRSITRS)) by by 
use of the use of the IERS Earth Orientation Parameters (IERS Earth Orientation Parameters (EOPEOP))..



Measuring the irregularities of the Earth's rotationMeasuring the irregularities of the Earth's rotation

The The variabilityvariability of the earthof the earth--rotation vector relative to the body of the planet or in inertial space is rotation vector relative to the body of the planet or in inertial space is 
caused by the gravitational torque exerted by the Moon, Sun and planets, displacements of matter caused by the gravitational torque exerted by the Moon, Sun and planets, displacements of matter 
in different parts of the planet and other excitation mechanisms. The observed oscillations can be in different parts of the planet and other excitation mechanisms. The observed oscillations can be 
interpreted in terms of mantle elasticity, earth flattening, structure and properties of the coreinterpreted in terms of mantle elasticity, earth flattening, structure and properties of the core--
mantle boundary, rheology of the core, underground water, oceanic variability, and atmospheric mantle boundary, rheology of the core, underground water, oceanic variability, and atmospheric 
variability on time scales of weather or climate. The understanding of the coupling between the variability on time scales of weather or climate. The understanding of the coupling between the 
various layers of our planet is also a key aspect of this research.various layers of our planet is also a key aspect of this research.

Several space geodesy techniques contribute to the Several space geodesy techniques contribute to the permanent monitoringpermanent monitoring of theof the earth's earth's 
rotation by IERS. For all these techniques, the IERS applications are only one part of their rotation by IERS. For all these techniques, the IERS applications are only one part of their 
contribution to the study of planet earth and of the rest of the universe.contribution to the study of planet earth and of the rest of the universe.

The measurements of the earth's rotation are under the form of time series of the soThe measurements of the earth's rotation are under the form of time series of the so--called called Earth Earth 
Orientation Parameters Orientation Parameters (EOP)(EOP). Universal time . Universal time (UT1)(UT1), , polar motionpolar motion and the and the celestial motion celestial motion 
of the poleof the pole (precession/nutation) are determined by (precession/nutation) are determined by VLBIVLBI. The satellite. The satellite--geodesy techniques, geodesy techniques, GPSGPS, , 
SLRSLR and and DORISDORIS, determine polar motion and the rapid variations of universal time., determine polar motion and the rapid variations of universal time.

The satelliteThe satellite--geodesy programs used in the IERS give access to the time variations of the earth's geodesy programs used in the IERS give access to the time variations of the earth's 
gravity field, reflecting the evolution of the earth's shape, as well as the redistribution of masses in gravity field, reflecting the evolution of the earth's shape, as well as the redistribution of masses in 
the planet. They have also detected changes in the location of the centre of mass of the earth the planet. They have also detected changes in the location of the centre of mass of the earth 
relative to the crust. This makes it possible to investigate global phenomena such as mass relative to the crust. This makes it possible to investigate global phenomena such as mass 
redistributions in the atmosphere, oceans and solid earth.redistributions in the atmosphere, oceans and solid earth.

Universal time and polar motion are available daily with an accuracy of 0.5 mas and celestial pole Universal time and polar motion are available daily with an accuracy of 0.5 mas and celestial pole 
motion are available every five to seven days at the same level of accuracy motion are available every five to seven days at the same level of accuracy -- this estimation of this estimation of 
accuracy includes both short term and long term noise. Subaccuracy includes both short term and long term noise. Sub--daily variations in Universal time and daily variations in Universal time and 
polar motion are also measured on a campaign basis. Past data, going back to the 17th century in polar motion are also measured on a campaign basis. Past data, going back to the 17th century in 
some cases, are also available.some cases, are also available.

EOP series are provided by the IERS in EOP series are provided by the IERS in bulletinsbulletins and as and as permanently updated seriespermanently updated series (long term (long term 
earth orientation data).earth orientation data).



The International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF)The International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF)

The International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF) realizes an ideal reference The International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF) realizes an ideal reference 
system,the International Celestial Reference System system,the International Celestial Reference System (ICRS)(ICRS), by precise equatorial , by precise equatorial 
coordinates of extragalactic radio sources observed in Very Long Baseline coordinates of extragalactic radio sources observed in Very Long Baseline 
Interferometry Interferometry (VLBI)(VLBI) programmes. The Hipparcos catalogue which includes all the programmes. The Hipparcos catalogue which includes all the 
FK5 stars was astrometically aligned to ICRF and provides the primary realization of FK5 stars was astrometically aligned to ICRF and provides the primary realization of 
ICRS at optical wavelengths.ICRS at optical wavelengths.

ContentsContents Equatorial coordinates of 608 extragalactic radio sources in J2000.0 observed Equatorial coordinates of 608 extragalactic radio sources in J2000.0 observed 
with VLBI.with VLBI.

AccuracyAccuracy Uncertainties are given in the file.Uncertainties are given in the file.
R.A.R.A. [s][s] 0.0000170.000017-- 0.0920720.092072
Dec.Dec. ["]["] 0.000260.00026-- 0.9460.946

UpdatesUpdates First extension of the ICRF First extension of the ICRF (ICRF(ICRF--Ext.1)Ext.1)
PublicaccessPublicaccess

ICRFICRF http://hpiers.obspm.fr/webiers/results/icrf/icrfrsc.htmlhttp://hpiers.obspm.fr/webiers/results/icrf/icrfrsc.html
oror ftp://hpiers.obspm.fr/iers/icrf/iau/icrf_rsc/icrf.rscftp://hpiers.obspm.fr/iers/icrf/iau/icrf_rsc/icrf.rsc
ICRFICRF ++ ICRFICRF Ext.Ext. 11 http://hpiers.obspm.fr/webiers/results/icrf/icrfext1rsc.htmlhttp://hpiers.obspm.fr/webiers/results/icrf/icrfext1rsc.html
oror ftp://hpiers.obspm.fr/iers/icrf/iau/icrfftp://hpiers.obspm.fr/iers/icrf/iau/icrf--Ext.1/icrfExt.1/icrf--Ext1.rscExt1.rsc

FormatFormat For format description see contents of the data file.For format description see contents of the data file.
DocumentationDocumentation

-- IERS Technical Note No. 23 (out of print!)IERS Technical Note No. 23 (out of print!)
-- C. Ma et al.: The International Celestial Reference Frame as Realized by Very Long C. Ma et al.: The International Celestial Reference Frame as Realized by Very Long 
Baseline InterferometryBaseline Interferometry ((AJ, 1998, 116, 516AJ, 1998, 116, 516--546546))
-- http://hpiers.obspm.fr/webiers/results/icrf/Icrf.htmlhttp://hpiers.obspm.fr/webiers/results/icrf/Icrf.html
-- http://rorf.usno.navy.mil/ICRF/http://rorf.usno.navy.mil/ICRF/

Product CentreProduct Centre IERS ICRS CentreIERS ICRS Centre



The International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF)The International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF)

The International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) is a set of points with their 3The International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) is a set of points with their 3--dimensional dimensional 
cartesian coordinates which realize an ideal reference system, the International Terrestrial cartesian coordinates which realize an ideal reference system, the International Terrestrial 
Reference System Reference System (ITRS)(ITRS), as defined by the , as defined by the IUGG resolution No. 2IUGG resolution No. 2 adopted in Vienna, 1991. adopted in Vienna, 1991. 

ContentsContents -- cartesian stations coordinates and velocitiescartesian stations coordinates and velocities-- site cataloguesite catalogue-- DOMES identification numbers DOMES identification numbers 
(see "Documentation")(see "Documentation")-- local ties (see "Documentation")local ties (see "Documentation")-- realizations: ITRF89, ITRF90, ITRF91, realizations: ITRF89, ITRF90, ITRF91, 
ITRF92, ITRF93, ITRF94, ITRF95, ITRF96, ITRF97, ITRF2000, ITRF2005 (in preparation)ITRF92, ITRF93, ITRF94, ITRF95, ITRF96, ITRF97, ITRF2000, ITRF2005 (in preparation)

AccuracyAccuracy Uncertainties are given in the solutions.Uncertainties are given in the solutions.
UpdatesUpdates Almost every year.Almost every year.
Public accessPublic access ftp://lareg.ensg.ign.fr/pub/itrfftp://lareg.ensg.ign.fr/pub/itrf oror http://itrf.ensg.ign.fr/ITRF_solutions/index.phphttp://itrf.ensg.ign.fr/ITRF_solutions/index.php

ITRF1992ITRF1992 Primary ITRF1992 station positions/velocitiesPrimary ITRF1992 station positions/velocities
ITRF1993ITRF1993 Primary ITRF1993 station positions/velocitiesPrimary ITRF1993 station positions/velocities
ITRF1994ITRF1994 Primary ITRF1994 station positions/velocitiesPrimary ITRF1994 station positions/velocities
ITRF1996ITRF1996 Primary ITRF1996 station positions/velocitiesPrimary ITRF1996 station positions/velocities
ITRF1997ITRF1997 Primary ITRF1997 station positions/velocitiesPrimary ITRF1997 station positions/velocities
ITRF2000ITRF2000 Primary ITRF2000 station positions/velocitiesPrimary ITRF2000 station positions/velocities Local ties used in ITRF2000Local ties used in ITRF2000
ITRF2005ITRF2005 ITRF2005 descriptionITRF2005 description

FormatFormat
ITRF92ITRF92--00:00: simple tablessimple tables
ITRF94ITRF94--00:00: SINEXSINEX--FormatFormat

DocumentationDocumentation ITRF homepageITRF homepage
ITRF89:ITRF89: IERS Technical Note No. 6IERS Technical Note No. 6
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